
 

Firestad’s “LFSPS” is a very high-quality powder coated stainless steel external water 
dispersion system (fire protection system) that integrates an innovative approach to fight 
wildfires for property owners to protect their real estate and keep it from catching fire, 
providing a safe and secure home.  

 

 

 

 



 

Firestad™ is the smartest smart-link Fire Safety Protection System “LFSPS” on the 
market. It is a new and innovative fire protection system designed to help protect 
homes, small buildings, and landscapes from fire radiation and ember attacks during 
wildfires. It is operable manually or can be set-up automatically through a smart water 
control system. It is Alexa, and Apple home-kit compatible with hyper-local weather 
intelligence plus rain, freeze, and wind-skip features. Works with Google Assistant, 
Nest, IFTTT, Wink, Control4, Nexia, and others, making it agnostic to most systems. 
Once integrated with the proper API (application programming interface) it can send 
alerts to your smart device. 

 

Smart Water Control System 

When a wildfire is either reported or spotted, the Firestad™ Fire Safety Protection 
System can be activated manually or automatically. You can be anywhere in the World 
and if you have an internet connection you can manually activate it from your smart 
device (i.e., iPhone, Samsung, iPad, tablet, computer, etc.). It can be set up for alerts 
and work automatically via news alerts, and more. 

 

 

 



The Firestad system is placed under your eaves, wraps around the entire structure, and 
is positioned on your roof when needed. The specially designed spigots are currently in 
the provisional patent stage (patents pending). The Firestad spigots are designed to 
work in high winds, unlike off-the-shelf sprinklers, which are dramatically affected by 
high winds, causing them to frequently fail during firestorms. Designing the spigots to 
work in high winds was not an easy task and that’s why it took over 3 years of trial and 
error to perfect. The Firestad system normally delivers between 13 to 15 gal per minute 
or more depending on the water pressure thoroughly drenching your home and the 
immediate area around it in as little as10 minutes, which helps sustain water when 
compared to a fire hose. A fire hose delivers approximately 140 gals per minute and its 
usually too late if you need a fire truck. Firestad is like having your own personal private 
fire-fighting team that is onsite 24/7, just like the private fire fighter’s billionaires 
sometimes hire to protect their homes. 

 

Eave Placement 



Additionally, we can design an external landscape water dispersion system with zones 
that surround your property to add extra precautionary fire-resistant measures. We can 
clear and renovate your landscaping and change out and add fire resistant plants and 
ground covers that are more fire resistant, by adding concentric perimeter zone(s) that 
circle the property adding other layer(s) of protection if desired. (3 concentric zones at 
30’, 60’, 90’) 

 

Zone Protection 

 

 



The system can run indefinitely with electricity and water availability. For areas that lose 
their electricity and or water, or water pressure, a backup generator, solar adaptor for 
solar, and backup high-pressure water pump can be integrated into the system. Firestad 
also has an additional back-up system that can activate the smart water control system 
should the electricity go down through cell towers as another layer of protection to keep 
your home safe. 

 

Cell Tower Power Converter 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Ultimately, a swimming pool with the proper adaptors can be used as a water supply 
backup system. Another possibility would be to install a cistern-water tank or bladder as 
a water supply backup as well. The swimming pool, cistern, bladder, and water tank can 
easily be integrated into the smart system to further secure your property to keep it from 
burning down and keep your home safe. Without your regular water source, a backup 
water system would shorten the running time of your system based on the gallons of 
water available and fuel capacity (gallons of fuel when applicable) for the generator. 
You only need about 6 to 8 hrs. of backup water according to the NFPA (national fire 
protection association) during a fire to dampen an ember attack from a nearby wildfire, 
therefore, if designed properly you could easily cover that time span. A standard sized 
pool is approximately 18,000 gallon, therefore, that would give you a little over 20 hrs. of 
water drawing 14 gal per minute, or 840 gals per hour. You would gain a few more 
hours if you’re able to refill the pool as your drawing from it.  

 

 

Cistern 



 

Pool 

 

Underground water Detention Tank 



 

Spraying down your property with water is not new, however, using off the shelf 
sprinklers and or standing on your roof with a hose is certainly dated, dangerous, and 
off-the-shelf sprinklers do not work very well in high winds that are created from 
firestorms. The Firestad team realized how dated and dangerous standing on a roof or 
on your property can be with a fire raging towards you and created a system that can be 
automated, wind resistant, and or manually turned on remotely, or designed to be 
turned on automatically, creating your own firefighting mechanism without putting you 
and your family in danger. 

 
 

Dangerous and Dated 


